WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 5 SERG'S GIRL (13/2), Race 9 BLACK EUPHORIA (12/2)

SUSPENSIONS:
R69 - Race 4 WILSHIRE JACK x 28 days (Cannington Track) x 1 Field
R69A - Race 4 SPRITE MONELLI x 28 days (Cannington Track) x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 COMMANDER JACK, Race 2 RESTLESS GUESS, Race 3 APACHE GUNDI, Race 4 SPRITE MONELLI, Race 5 I'M YOUR MAN, Race 6 EXPLOSIVE SMITH, Race 8 IT'S A BULL, Race 9 BANJO'S GIRL

Race 1 - Grade 6/Country/275 - Grade 6 - 6:42 PM
(275M): FOXEY LEXUS & WHATTA DREAM began slowly. SWITCHEN SAVE, ROCKABYE DEMI, JACENKO & STARLIGHT CARLA collided soon after the start, SWITCHEN SAVE lost ground. HOSIER LANE, ROCKABYE DEMI & JACENKO collided soon after the start. FOXEY LEXUS checked off the heels of HOSIER LANE approaching the first turn. HOSIER LANE, ROCKABYE DEMI & JACENKO collided approaching the first turn. HOSIER LANE & JACENKO collided several times on the first turn, both lost ground. WHATTA DREAM checked off the heels of JACENKO on the first turn. SWITCHEN SAVE checked off the heels of ROCKABYE DEMI on the first turn. STARLIGHT CARLA galloped on the heels of COMMANDER JACK approaching the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 7:02 PM
(380M): RESTLESS GUESS & TORGLO began quickly. WHAT A CRUISER & DAVID YELLOW began slowly. DAVID YELLOW checked off the heels of CHECK PILOT soon after the start. CHECK PILOT, FREAK ON KNEE & LILLY TUX collided on the first turn, FREAK ON KNEE lost ground. WHAT A CRUISER checked off the heels of DAVID YELLOW on the first turn. WHAT A CRUISER raced wide in the back straight. LINGARD & TORGLO collided on the second turn. DAVID YELLOW & CHECK PILOT collided on the second turn. FREAK ON KNEE checked off the heels of DAVID YELLOW on the home turn. WHAT A CRUISER raced wide in the home straight.

Race 3 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 7:21 PM
(380M): WILDASH WILLOW began quickly. EVER THE SAME & VIENNA CHARM began slowly. LOCHIN GOOD & ROOFIN' ROY collided soon after the start. ROOFIN' ROY checked off the heels of WILDASH WILLOW and collided with VIENNA CHARM soon after the start. ROOFIN' ROY checked off the heels of FANCY GUESS soon after the start. FANCY GUESS, LOCHIN GOOD & WILDASH WILLOW collided soon after the start. APACHE GUNDI & FANCY GUESS collided on the first turn. FANCY GUESS & WILDASH WILLOW collided on the first turn. EVER THE SAME checked off the heels of APACHE GUNDI on the first turn. WILDASH WILLOW galloped on the heels of FANCY GUESS on the first turn. ROOFIN' ROY, VIENNA CHARM & WILDASH WILLOW collided on the first turn, WILDASH WILLOW lost ground. ROOFIN' ROY & VIENNA CHARM collided on the first turn, both stumbled, lost ground and raced wide. FANCY GUESS & LOCHIN GOOD collided several times on the second turn. ROOFIN' ROY checked off the heels of VIENNA CHARM approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that VIENNA CHARM had a left hindleg webbing split and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 4 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:43 PM
SPRITE MONELLI began quickly. WHITE GRIT & LAPTOP GURU began slowly. SPRITE MONELLI eased soon after the start. WILSHIRE GIRL, WHO'S GOT SUBI & WILSHIRE JACK collided soon after the start. LAPTOP GURU checked off the heels of SPRITE MONELLI soon after the start. WILSHIRE GIRL checked off the heels of SUNSET NAVANA soon after the start. SUNSET NAVANA checked off the heels of SPRITE MONELLI approaching the first turn. SUNSET NAVANA & LAPTOP GURU collided several times on the first turn. WHITE GRIT checked off the heels of LAPTOP GURU, shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. SUNSET NAVANA, WILSHIRE JACK & LAPTOP GURU collided at the catching pen, all lost ground. WILSHIRE JACK veered out and marred LAPTOP GURU on the second turn. WHITE GRIT checked off the heels of HASTIE GUESS on the home turn.

SPRITE MONELLI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Stewards inquired into a report that WILSHIRE JACK had marred on the second turn. Trainer Mr P Worthington acknowledged the report, subsequently WILSHIRE JACK has been suspended for 28 days (Cannington Track) and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69.

Stewards inquired into a report that SPRITE MONELLI had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment soon after the start. Kennel Representative Ms S Peterson acknowledged the report, subsequently SPRITE MONELLI has been stood down for 28 days and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69A.

Race 5 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 7:59 PM
(520M): I'M YOUR MAN began quickly. OUR SOVEREIGN began slowly. I'M A FABIO checked off the heels of ZABEEKA soon after the start. OUR SOVEREIGN stumbled and fell on the first turn. GO GETTEM MISSY checked off the heels of WEST ON JASMINE on the first turn. WEST ON VIOLET galloped on the heels of GO GETTEM MISSY on the first turn. WEST ON JASMINE shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. GO GETTEM MISSY checked off the heels of WEST ON JASMINE on the second turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that OUR SOVEREIGN had a left and right hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and has been stood down for 7 days.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that WEST ON VIOLET had a left foreleg toe (phalangeal) fracture and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Country/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:24 PM
(380M): KOBI ROCKS began quickly. OOKINAKI & KOBI ROCKS collided soon after the start. EXPLOSIVE SMITH crossed to the inside on the first turn. KOBI ROCKS stumbled and fell on the first turn. JONCRAIGLE & FARMOR KA CHING collided on the first turn, both lost ground. SHINBONER MAGIC checked off the heels of PACIFIC OWL on the home turn. KOBI ROCKS raced with a dislodged muzzle throughout.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that KOBI ROCKS had a right hindleg sartorius muscle injury (pencil/whip) and a laceration to the right lateral foreleg and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:39 PM
(380M): ACE CRUSING, ISSUE, RIPPLE RYDER & RED ROCKET JETT began quickly. HELLO HARRY, MAGIC BRANDI & MANDELBAUM began slowly. MAGIC BRANDI & RIPPLE RYDER collided soon after the start. HELLO HARRY & EXONERATED collided soon after the start. RIPPLE RYDER & MANDELBAUM collided soon after the start. HELLO HARRY checked off the heels of EXONERATED and collided with MAGIC BRANDI & MANDELBAUM on the first turn, HELLO HARRY, MAGIC BRANDI & MANDELBAUM lost ground. ACE CRUSING, ISSUE & RIPPLE RYDER collided on the first turn. RIPPLE RYDER & RED ROCKET JETT collided on the first turn. ACE CRUSING & ISSUE collided in the back straight. HELLO HARRY shifted out and collided with MANDELBAUM in the back straight. ACE CRUSING, ISSUE & RED ROCKET JETT collided on the second turn, ISSUE & RED ROCKET JETT lost ground. HELLO HARRY checked off the heels of RED ROCKET JETT on the second turn. MANDELBAUM checked off the heels of RED ROCKET JETT on the second turn. MAGIC BRANDI & RED ROCKET JETT collided approaching the home turn. ISSUE galloped on the heels of MAGIC BRANDI approaching the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:00 PM
It's a Bull & West on Nessy began quickly. Egyptian Pirate began slowly. Grand Larceny & West on Nessy collided on the first turn. Tanoan Creek galloped on the heels of West on Nessy on the first turn. Grand Larceny & Dilston Devise collided on the second turn. Grand Larceny checked off the heels of Dilston Devise and collided with Tanoan Creek in the back straight. Egyptian Pirate checked off the heels of West on Nessy approaching the finishing line.

Race 9 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 9:24 PM
(380M): Banjo's Girl began quickly. Enigma Boy began slowly. Beyond Banjo checked off the heels of Banjo's Girl on the first turn. Enigma Boy & La ManTE collided in the back straight. Enigma Boy checked off the heels of Money Earner on the second turn and on the home turn. La ManTE checked off the heels of Enigma Boy in the home straight.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/275 - Grade 5 - 9:42 PM
(275M): Quara's Beth began quickly. Easy Flyer, ArappaHo GundI & Hank GundI collided soon after the start. So Shirokura, Easy Flyer, ArappaHo GundI, Hank GundI & TangO Dancer collided soon after the start, Easy Flyer lost ground. ArappaHo GundI, Hank GundI & TangO Dancer collided on the first turn. Easy Flyer & Hank GundI collided several times on the first turn and several times on the home turn, both lost ground. TangO Dancer checked off the heels of ArappaHo GundI on the home turn.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/380 (1) - Grade 6 - 9:57 PM
(380M): Black GosHawk & Lady ZellweGer began quickly. My Bro JimBO began slowly. What A Crafter & Keith Double One collided soon after the start. What A Crafter, Keith Double One & JAYell Magic collided soon after the start. Keith Double One & My Bro JimBO collided on the first turn. Black GosHawk checked off the heels of Lady ZellweGer on the first turn. JAYell Magic checked off the heels of BeB's in the back straight. What A Crafter checked off the heels of Black GosHawk on the second turn.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/380 (2) - Grade 6 - 10:12 PM
(380M): Akachi began quickly. What A Question, West on Zena & Sheer Dreams collided soon after the start. Sunset Moschino & Aqua Dream collided on the home turn. Aqua Dream & AySuM Black collided on the home turn. What A Question checked off the heels of Aqua Dream on the home turn. West on Zena raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Final.